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The Last Vinci is the band born between Turin (IT) and Cork on 2012, headed by lead guitar
and singer Alessandro Vinci (No Conventional Sound) supported by the Turin band Satellite. 

The First LP self produced out on all the digital stores on 10 november 2014.

AVAILABLE ON:

                         Spotify , iTunes , amazonMP3 , Google play e Deezer .

Band: The Last Vinci
Album: The Last Vinci
Executive Production: Alessandro Vinci
Artistic Production: Alessandro Vinci, Satellite, Carlo “Fajo” Girardi
Arranged by: Alessandro Vinci e Satellite
Lyrics Editor: Katie O’Mahony
Recorded, mixed and Mastered by Carlo Fajo Girardi at One Black Sock (Turin - Italy) except
for the track "NO PLACE TO HIDE" recorded at Station Studios - Dublin
Length: 39'
Artwork: Biagio Fontanarosa 
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"The ethos for The Last Vinci is simple. The man behind the Cork-based high-energy,
pumping rock group, Alex Vinci admits he has no desire to be famous, but instead yearns

to be free. Music, for him, is a way to express feelings. Selling records is just a bonus
along the way." Cork News

“Happiness is a Choice, That's Why I'm still doing music, I need to say it to the people.
I believe that music talent is not for everybody; it's a gift but keeping it to myself is useless.

All the songs are little gifts to the people who want to listen.” Metro Midlands

"No Place To Hide" is the last official Single taken 
from the album 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dkdR9m104WE

No Place to Hide
“I have written this lyric to highlight how richness and selfishness are values of our society,
deceiving ourself  on the meaning of freedom. Freedom is the ability to enjoy everything without
being owner of nothing.Love is the opposite of possession...”

The video has been taken from "THE LAST VINCI - Live from STATION STUDIOS - DUBLIN"
directed by Uray Studio where Alex and Satellite recorded and performed the entire Album live. 

Biography
The Last Vinci is an Italian rock project headed by vocalist Alex Vinci, who moved to Ireland to
release his own record. Alex was a member of a rock/pop band called NoConventionalSound,
who released 1 record with Warner Bros Music Italy.After 4 music videos / singles and hundreds
of gigs around Italy, supporting bands such as Deep Purple and The Rasmus, Alex met a young
power- rock band called SATELLITE. "I had never seen a band rock as hard as Satellite" said
Alex, after seeing them live for the first time. A few jam sessions later, they decided to form a
rock project bringing the following message: HAPPINESS IS NOT A QUESTION OF LUCK, IT’S
A QUESTION OF CHOICE!!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dkdR9m104WE
https://www.facebook.com/uraystudio?fref=ts


The album has been introduced by their first video and single "FOLLOW YOUR ORDER" (over
10.000 views on youtube).The Video shows how changes can't be found in the
crazy circumstances of our life but, if we look us in the mirror, we can find that we are the real
key of all our changes.

Follow your order has been promoted with 3 days tour on last december 2013 (12-13-14) in
DUBLIN at the Sweeneys - BELFAST - Pavilion - and CORK at Bradleys. Coming out with the
second video and single FREE FROM YOURSELF on may 6th 2014, The Last Vinci went on
tour around UK and Ireland playing London, Nottingham, Sheffield, Wakefield, Neath (Wales),
Dublin and Cork.

After their first UK tour The Last Vinci has recorded the "LIVE FROM STATION STUDIO -
Dublin" performing the entire self/titled album showing the real live attitude of the band.
Introduced by the third single NO PLACE TO HIDE, the whole session will be released within
March 2015.

On tour again promoting the upcoming Album (out on nov 10th 2014) they will play on:

5th November - Cyprus Avenue - Cork - ALBUM RELEASE PARTY (special guest: PARADOX).
6th November - Fibber Maggies - Dublin
13th November - Sweeneys Bar - Dublin
15th November - Cobblestone Joe's - Limerick with FOX JAWS
19th February - Officine Ferroviarie - Turin - Italy
20th February - Temple of Music - Kreuzligen - Switzerland
21st February - CG - Busto Arsizio (VA) - italy

More TBA...

Satellite
Satellite is an alternative-rock band from Turin, Italy formed in October 2011 with the desire to
fuse rock aesthetics with the soundscapes of outer space. Winners of the Pagella Rock - Battle
of the Bands 2012 and Arezzo Wave Love Festival 2014,they are currently touring around Italy
and will be sharing the stage with The Last Vinci for several gigs abroad. With an upcoming



and will be sharing the stage with The Last Vinci for several gigs abroad. With an upcoming
record release on the horizon,this live act creates a unique atmosphere with their fast songs
during live performances

Their first official single has been produced by 211db (Foxhound,Titor), the song is
called “Niente da ridere”  featuring Brother Culture, one of the most respected MC of Uk
reggae music scene. check the Facebook page of Satellite 

The Last Vinci is Alessandro Vinci (lead vocals, guitar) and Satellite.

I Satellite are Mono Albe (drums, back vocals), Mattia Match (bass, back vocals), David
Bones (guitar, vocals), Fabio Leeppo (guitar, synth, back vocals).
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IT PR Mario Martini
mariomartini.press(at)gmail.com
ph. +39 3498312172

UK PR Pomona PR
www.pomonapr.com 
ph. +44 [0] 1422 846900

IE PR Alessandro Vinci
thelastvinci(at)gmail.com
ph. 0852871506
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